Leverage true spend
intelligence to drive greater
procurement performance
Gain new insights that improve your procurement strategy, streamline
operational oversight, and ensure trusted financial reporting.
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The Problem

Insufficient Spend Insights
Hurt Procurement Outcomes
Most companies struggle with spend data and procurement project information that
is spread across multiple systems and teams. Common procurement technologies
don’t capture everything you need in a central place and keep the focus on task
execution versus strategy.
So where does that leave procurement today?

Spend data is not easily
accessible or usable

Project performance is
difficult to manage

Spend insights aren’t
trusted or helpful

Strategic decisions are poorly
supported and opportunities
are at risk of being missed

Teams struggle to
set priorities, spot risks early,
and measure true results

Future strategic decision
making and collaborative
team goals suffer

This messy reality means that procurement teams are unable to:
Proactively identify cost-saving and value-adding opportunities
Confidently set strategic plans and effectively manage the current pipeline
Measure procurement outcomes for future improvement

The Solution

Elevate Procurement Strategy and
Impact – With SpendHQ + Per Angusta
Per Angusta and SpendHQ is your solution for
continuously improving procurement performance
through better use of spend intelligence.
DATA-DRIVEN
STRATEGY
Power decision-making
with accurate, actionable
intelligence
and benchmarking

Together, we help procurement teams connect
strategic plans to their operational practices:

How it Works

ACHIEVE GOALS
& TARGETS

Spend
Intelligence

Use insights into spend
compliance, diversity/ESG,
and the project pipeline to
accelerate progress

UNIFIED
ACCURATE VIEW
Quickly access trusted
insights resulting from
spend and project data
now all in one place

ADVANCE TEAM
IMPACT
Improve negotiations
and outcomes, clearly
communicate total value,
and embed best
practices

Understand and learn
from your spend data

Strategy &
Reporting
Deliver trusted, auditable
Finance reporting
on outcomes

Get better each
time, optimizing
with each cycle

Performance
Management
Actively track and
promote project
performance

Opportunity
Identification
Apply that spend insight
to create new sourcing
initiatives and goals

Key Advantages

Advance Faster with
SpendHQ + Per Angusta

DEEP DOMAIN EXPERTISE
Created for procurement by procurement
Market-proven taxonomy backed by 15 years of
experience and $6T in analyzed spend data
100s of global customers across every industry
Products promote current best practices from
customer community

“Per Angusta is used by all buyers to track
their projects and savings performance. It is
the backbone that will guarantee both the
flexibility and scalability we are looking for in
the purchasing tools that support us.”

RAPID TIME-TO-BENEFIT
Immediate insights to support strategy and oversight,

- VP, Group Sourcing &
Procurement

complementing execution-focused apps and suites
Intuitive, easy to use solution
Quick implementation and onboarding
“After benchmarking spend analytics tools

FLEXIBLE & CUSTOMIZABLE

used across all industries, the American Red

Consolidate company-wide spend data easily
Streamline procurement with integrations
Create custom spend profiles and role-based dashboards
Configure to align with your business rules

Cross selected SpendHQ based on their
practitioner-built tool and practical approach.
We believe the Red Cross will achieve its
targeted 7X ROI on the cost of this tool.”
- Chief Procurement Officer

Request a personalized demo to learn how SpendHQ and
Per Angusta can improve your procurement strategy and performance.

bettertogether@spendhq.com

spendhq.com/per-angusta

GET A DEMO

